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Dozens of collections were almost read by George Han, but unfortunately, there was no useful 

discovery. 

Even if there is a book dedicated to intractable diseases, it never mentions Qin Shuang’s situation, or 

even anything similar. 

Just when George Han gave up completely, a book recording vegetation fell to the ground. 

When George Han bent down to pick it up, coincidentally, on the top of a page of the book, there was 

an illustration facing George Han. 

George Han frowned. 

This book records all kinds of exotic flowers and plants in the world, they may be used as medicine, or 

they may be used to make poison. 

However, the things in this picture in the painting are like grass but not grass, like flowers but not 

flowers, and their appearance is very strange. 

But while weird, the weirdest thing is his overall shape. 

Because when he turned the book, 

he was looking at it from the front, so George Han didn’t think its overall shape was so weird, but now 

the book is just upside down, but George Han found it very much like a sponge. 

“Ancient Demon Flower?” 

George Han studied the above records, and the more he looked at it, the more he felt that it seemed to 

be what he was looking for. 

This is an extremely rare flower. Legend has it that it is a strange flower that grows from the spinal cord 

of the demon. 

“Whenever an ancient devil withers, the devil’s spinal cord will slowly change in the shadow of the 

moon. After that, the flower of the ancient devil will bloom from it.” 

“The flower of the ancient devil itself is non-toxic, but it is rumored There is a secret technique that can 

make it qualitatively change and generate a very terrifying thing.” 

“Once someone eats it by mistake, it will be controlled by the devil.” 

“The method of cracking, breaking the devil 

, and standing!” 

Ancient devil?! 

Putting down the technique, George Han’s brows were deeply wrinkled. 



Is there a possibility that Senior Sister Qin Shuang was poisoned like this? 

Judging from the feeling that the demonic energy gave him when he fought against the demonic energy 

at the beginning, it really looked like demonic energy that should exist only at the level of a certain great 

demon. 

Because it is the spinal cord of the ancient demon, it is even more difficult to remove it, and due to its 

sponge nature… it seems that everything is right. 

If you think about Lu Ruoxin’s simple release of Senior Sister Qin Shuang, everything will be even more 

suspicious. 

However, this involves a problem. 

Is the daughter of the Lu family colluding with an ancient demon? 

The Lu family is the true god family, and should not have any connection with the demon clan. 

But Lu Ruoxin was one of the people who asked him to come to the Bone Burning Land 

. 

“Interesting, more and more interesting, more and more people and clues are gathered in the city of 

burning bones. 

“ 

In other words, if you want Senior Sister Qin Shuang to be okay, you have to kill the ancient demon who 

gave birth to this flower. 

Plus Amelia Su’s injury! 

“Who are you all? You are all leading me there. What is there? Why are you so afraid that I will not go?” 

Maybe these people have friends and enemies, but they have the same goal. 

“It seems that if I don’t go to this city of burning bones, I’m afraid that everyone except myself will suffer 

because of it. 

” People who walk with their noses, but… this time, I will be obedient. 

“ 

“Go to the City of Burning Bones!” When the 

words were over, George Han put away the book, and while Amelia Su was still resting, he took out the 

map and began to analyze the route. 

After about ten minutes, he almost got several routes from the city to Burning Bone City. I concentrated 

all of them in my mind and wrote them down deeply. 

Maybe others will think it is useless. After all, one line is enough, so remembering where is the most 

important thing. 



But George Han has always been silent. I feel that it is not the case. 

Perhaps, a certain line is a line that countless people who led themselves to Burning Bone City hoped 

for! 

“You… Which line do you want me to start from? ! “George Han smiled mysteriously. 

Then, he pointed heavily to a certain position on the map: “It should be this!” “ 
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The next morning, Amelia Su woke up with almost no serious problems. 

Seeing that George Han was sleeping soundly, she got up gently and made some breakfast. 

George Han was awakened by the smell of breakfast, and when he opened his eyes, he saw Amelia Su, 

and he was in a good mood. 

There is nothing happier in this world than seeing the person you love the most by your side. 

“You’re awake.” Amelia Su smiled mischievously. 

George Han smiled lightly: “Why, are you full of guilt? Are you so good today?” 

Amelia Su really blushed, and stuck her tongue out: “I’m sorry. Actually, I also want to…” 

Of course George Han knew that everything Amelia Su did was for himself. He never thought of blaming 

her: “Forget it, who made you my wife, I will help you make up for it if you broke the sky. 

” Hee hee, I know George Han you are the best. However, 

you misunderstood, I feel more guilty for Senior Sister Qinshuang, if I hadn’t insisted on doing my own 

thing, I’m afraid… she wouldn’t be so dangerous.” 

George Han smiled bitterly and got up . He scratched Amelia Su’s nose: “Just make fun of me. It seems 

that you are in good spirits today. If you knew yesterday, you would not have worked so hard to save 

you.” 

“Cut, are you angry? Jealous? Are you so stingy?” Amelia Su side Saying that, he got to George Han’s 

side: “I’m sorry, cheapskate, I’m just joking with you.” 

George Han rolled his eyes: “You are allowed to joke, but not me?” 

Seeing George Han Thousands of times like this, Amelia Su directly shouted “Begging for a fight” 

Then, she lay on George Han’s back and shook his body: “However, I’m really worried about Senior 

Sister Qin Shuang. In fact, the last time he was so poor…” 

Amelia Su couldn’t finish speaking, George Hang has gently pulled 

her hand: “She’s not quite right, but I’ve temporarily stabilized her injury.” 

“In the short term, there should be no problem, but…” 

“I really need her to be completely fine, I’m afraid it’s only possible after arriving at Burning Bone City.” 



“Burning Bone City?” Amelia Su frowned: “Is it Burning Bone City again?” 

George Han nodded: “Yes, yes again, you say it’s strange. The demonic energy in her body, I checked, 

and it is very likely related to an ancient demon.” 

Immediately afterwards, George Han told Amelia Su all of his discoveries. 

After listening to George Han’s analysis, Amelia Su frowned for a long time. 

“You mean that Senior Sister Qin Shuang is likely to have been poisoned by the Miss Lu family. But the 

Miss Lu family is different from us. They belong to the True God family. 

” Another 

extremely ambitious person?” 

Amelia Su shook her head: “Although there is such a possibility, I always feel that this is a bit too crazy. 

After all…” 

“So Lu Ruoxin’s power is in the dark. Her character of doing anything to achieve her goals, this kind of 

seemingly crazy thing, in fact, I think it is more likely.” 

“However, no matter what, we should set off for the Burning Bone City.” The 

words ended, George Han Get up and take out the map. 

“Are you going to start from here?” Amelia Su frowned. 

“Exactly.” 

“Why?” 

“I don’t know why, but I have an intuition. Intuition tells me that the war in the land of the demons will 

ignite every land. Of course, this is not a fantasy. Have you noticed that we have passed all the way, and 

there is no peace?” 

George Han What Qian said was true. After leaving the border, they hardly lived a 

stable either being hunted down or being besieged. 

“So, I don’t think it will be peaceful in the future.” 

“But three thousand, if that’s the case, shouldn’t we go to places with fewer people? At least, the level 

of danger will be lower.” 

“But the problem is , what we think is actually what they think. I am worried that these seemingly quiet 

roads actually have more ambush and problems.” 

So, if this is the case, it is better to take a clear road. 

“However, since they dare to make arrangements, they must be very confident, and even make 

arrangements for each road. It is not meaningful for us to do this, and it is easier for us to be surrounded 

in places with many people.” 



George Han Nodding, Amelia Su was right: “So, I specially designed a tactic to reload.” 

“Reload?!” 
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“This time, we will set off in two ways. 

” In this way, even if there is any change, with our ability, everyone can protect themselves.” 

“Where there are few people, a large army will attack. If there is an attack, a large army is not a good 

bone to bite. They form horns, cover each other, and distract each other from the enemies they may 

face.” 

“However, in my absence, they are like a group of dragons without a leader, so… they must be well-

equipped, which is also my name. The main reason for the reloading.” 

Amelia Su nodded: “The Golden Army can be the pioneer.” 

George Han nodded: “Then the Sharp Knife Squad will serve as the mobile unit to contact both sides. 

” Aerial intelligence reconnaissance.” Amelia Su said. 

George Han smiled 

lightly : “The troops on both sides seem to be separated, but they echo each other and cover each 

other.” The 

couple looked at each other, and everything was said. 

At noon, after several hours of preparation, the brothers of the elites and the mysterious people alliance 

were all dressed up and gathered in the city. 

Ningyue approved the horses to go into battle. This time, she personally led the reloaded army, with 

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng as the auxiliary, Tianji Palace and Lu family disciples as the army. 

Qing Ji and the recovered Mo Beitian are the two kings of the rear army, responsible for the rear and all 

defense tasks. 

There are still 2,000 grain and grass soldiers in the fallen city, who are responsible for the transportation 

of the troops’ luggage. 

The other one, light troops. 

Amelia Su and George Hanliang and their three children are the vanguard. 

Mo Yang, Dao Twelve, Ruyu Young Master, Su Yan, Wang Simin, Pangolin, Qinglong, Xiao Taohong, and 

Jiangbei Six Monsters are the more familiar friends of Han 3000, and they 

bring Qin Shuang at the same time. 

“Fulin, Fumei!” 

“Yes!” The two knelt down at the same time. 



“Going to Burning Bone City, there are many misfortunes, good luck and less luck, and the fallen city will 

be officially handed over to your sisters. If we can come back alive, I hope that the fallen city will be the 

first stop to welcome us.” 

“And if we can’t come back, I also hope Those who should be in the city can rest and recuperate.” 

“Anyway, this is yours. I hope your brothers and sisters can work together to manage well. I have 

already told Patriarch Pei that if there is any danger, you can ask them for help.” 

“Brother-in-law Don’t worry, without you, I, Fu Lin, would have died a long time ago, and it is impossible 

for me to have the status I am today. To me, you are my benefactor of reinvention, and you have taken 

in my sister, and I can swear by Fu Lin, If I should fall, I will die.” 

Fu Mei smiled bitterly: “I have nothing to say, but I 

believe that you will come back. At that time, I will tell you with my actions what I want to say.” 

George Han and Amelia Su nodded: “In that case, we’re off.” 

“Congratulations to the leader!” 

With Fu Lin as the main group, the senior officials who should be in the city saluted collectively. 

On the city wall, the soldiers also sounded their horns, and the large army set off. 

The couple walked almost at the forefront, with the three children all the way to the front. 

After a few hours, the group of five slowly stopped. 

“According to the map, the road we are taking now, if we go further, we should arrive at the largest city 

near the Burning Bone City, Tianmo Castle. Shall we continue to go, or take a rest first?” Amelia Su said. 

It was almost night, and entering the city was not the same as being safe. 

After all, this is the land of demons. 

But not only in the city, but also in the land of demons, there are so many beasts, it is not safe 

. 

George Han glanced around. The land here is barren and the environment is harsh. It is better to face 

the danger in the city than to face the unsafe night attack of wild beasts. 

At least, for the two couples, they are dealing with danger, but for the three children, at least there is a 

place where they can rest in peace. 

“Go into the city, the ugly daughter-in-law will eventually see her in-laws 

, right?” George Han hugged Han Nian and took the lead in walking towards the Demon Castle. 

Pei Mu and Pei Yuan were close to each other, Amelia Su walked last. 

Tianmobao has always accepted visitors from all over the world, and it should be the case that the flow 

of people is extremely large, at least it has always been the case on the side of the city. 



But the strange thing is that this meeting is only just dusk, but Tianmo Castle is already quiet like a dead 

city. 

The figures of the five people seemed so alone under the huge city wall of the Demon Castle. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

George Han knocked on the gate of Tianmo Castle… 
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There is no response, as if this is really a dead city. 

“Is there no one?” Amelia Su asked. 

“How can there be no one in such a big city?” George Han frowned, not believing it. 

This is the Demon Race, not the Central Plains. 

Therefore, even if there is anything in the city, as long as there are living people, most of their choices at 

night can only be in the city. 

This is caused by external environmental factors. After all, he is as strong as George Han, and he also 

chooses to enter the city to rest at night. 

“There has always been a war on the side of the fallen city. Will the Mingyu army come here. In order to 

prevent the fire in the rear, they first killed the people in the city?” 

Is there such a possibility? 

Of course there is! 

But George Han didn’t quite believe it. 

“When they returned from defeat and came back to revive, they should be the only ones in their eyes. 

How could they have time to slaughter such a big city 

?” George Han shook his head. 

“However, the quietness in the city makes people feel strange.” 

“Should I take a look first?” George Han asked. 

The security here also involves the sword twelve Moyang and other departments at the rear. 

According to the plan, they should rest in the village more than 100 miles away. 

But they always pass by here. 

So, since it’s a little weird here, it’s best to check it out first. 

Amelia Su nodded: “We are waiting for you outside.” 

When the words fell, George Han flew one by one, and the figure disappeared in the next second. 



When he appeared, George Han had already appeared in the city. 

The inside of the city is very big. If it is said that the fallen city is big enough, then here, just looking at a 

corner of it, it can be at least guessed that it is at least about five times the size of the fallen city. 

But in such a big city, the 

city is quiet and scary. 

It seems to be a complete dead city. 

But it’s not actually. 

The streets are relatively clean, and there are still some daily necessities scattered. 

Even, there are some vegetable residues. 

This shows that there are still a large number of living people here during the day. 

After walking around, George Han fixed his gaze on a large house in the center of the street. 

In terms of scale, it should be a restaurant or a place to stay in the city. 

George Han knocked on the door softly. 

But after waiting for a few minutes, let alone someone in the house opened the door, there was no 

movement at all. 

George Han frowned, he didn’t plan to continue like this. 

With a direct movement of his hand, a black air instantly enveloped the door, and then with a slight 

twist, the huge door was directly screwed down. 

Opening the door lightly 

, George Han walked into the room. 

The room was pitch black, and I could barely see my fingers. 

“Is there anyone? I’m here to stay.” 

While speaking, George Han walked in tentatively, while his consciousness continued to spread to 

inquire about the situation in the house. 

Soon, George Han frowned, and his consciousness told him that there were not only people in this 

room, but also an extremely large number of people. 

At almost the same time, there were sudden footsteps behind George Han. Although he was like a 

mouse in the dark night, in George Han’s eyes, his speed was obviously slow. 

I saw him rushing to the door quickly, and then suddenly grabbed back the door panel that George Han 

had taken down, and set it back with a skillful movement. When he was about to turn around and run, 

George Han was already in front of him. . 

With a move of his hand, the sky fire appeared, illuminating the house. 



What appeared in front 

of George Han was a dwarf who was less than 1.3 meters tall, but the dwarf’s limbs were extremely 

strong, and his muscles seemed to be about to explode from his body at any time. 

“Since there are people, why don’t you make a sound? Let alone open the door?” George Han blocked 

his way and asked coldly. 

The man’s expression was obviously anxious, especially when he looked at Tianhuo in George Han’s 

hands. 

“What? Are you afraid of fire? Or light?” But 

as the fire opened most of the room, he clearly saw candlesticks or oil lamps on many tables. 

“Exit, exterminate him.” He was very anxious, stood on tiptoe and even tried to blow out the fire by 

himself. 

But how can the fire of the sky be blown out? This thing itself is a big killer, and it is George Han who is 

very rich and uses it as a lighting agent. 

“If you don’t make it clear, this fire will not only not go out, but will only get bigger, and even burn down 

your house.” 
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The man glanced at George Han and knew that although he was an individual, he seemed to have some 

skills. 

“What do you want to know, even if you put out the fire, otherwise, we will all die without you burning 

this place.” 

Looking at this guy’s eyes, he didn’t seem to be deceiving himself, and he put out the fire. 

“Now you can talk.” 

“Okay, come with me if you’re not afraid of death.” 

After that, the dwarf walked deeper into the room in the dark. 

George Han was naturally not afraid, and followed closely behind. 

After walking a few meters, he opened an iron plate on the ground to reveal the underground passage 

hidden below. 

George Han went down with him, but the aisle was really low, and when he was a dwarf, George Han 

had to bend over almost the whole time. 

He probed down for about five meters, and at the 

end, there was another heavy iron plate. 

This time, the dwarf didn’t move it away by himself, but buckled it three times in a row with his hands, 

two long and one short. 



hum! 

With a muffled sound of a giant iron, the iron plate opened from the inside. 

An unpleasant smell came to his face, but it was finally the first time that George Han smelled the smell 

of a living person in this city. 

It’s a lot of that. 

Shorty is advanced, George Han is behind. 

As soon as it hit the ground, the iron plate closed again. 

After that, there were a lot of lights in the space, and George Han was surrounded by a large group of 

people at some point. 

These people are about the same height as dwarfs, less than one meter three, but they are also all 

muscular men. 

The space is an underground space, not too big, but not too small. It is 

densely filled with beds. 

If I had to use something to describe it, George Han felt that it should be that kind of prison. 

Some people were lying on the bed, drinking stuffy wine with their heads raised, while others were 

buckling their feet on the bed. 

But more people surrounded George Han. 

“fu**, is that you idiot knocking on the door just now?!” 

“You want to die, but we don’t want to die. Just looking at you, I know you’re a fu**ing idiot. 

” Say, you even took the door down, do you want us all to die? fu**, I killed you, do you believe it?” 

This group of people cursed constantly, with anger in their eyes, as if they really wanted to give George 

Han to George Han. It’s like swallowing it alive. 

George Han didn’t get angry, he was very curious, he just knocked on the door, 

why these people hated him so much. 

“Isn’t the door used for knocking in addition to opening and closing? My little brother is new here and 

doesn’t know the rules. Brothers, don’t be angry.” 

No wonder the dwarf said he wasn’t afraid to come with him before, but he thought what was wrong. It 

turned out that there were such a bunch of guys underneath who angered him. 

However, George Han was not here to cause trouble, and Amelia Su and his three children were still 

waiting for him outside. He just wanted to find out the situation here as soon as possible. 



When the words fell, George Han also took out some amethyst: “There is still some useless money here, 

Quan Dang’s younger brother is not sensible, so I will buy some wine for the elder brothers to drink, and 

make up for it.” When the 

words fell, Han Three thousand will offer amethyst. 

Although not very much, this 

There is more than enough money for a few cans of wine per person. 

“fu**, the stinky boy is quite good at things.” 

“Huh, the human race, they are smooth-mouthed and smooth-faced are their strong points. What’s so 

strange. 

” Amethyst inside, just looked at him disdainfully. 

At this moment, a short but stronger man slowly stood up from the innermost bed and walked all the 

way towards George Han. 

And as he stood up, all the dwarves automatically made way for him, and the noisy crowd just now 

completely shut their mouths. 

There is a scar on his face that spans the entire face, and he looks vicious and aura. 

He came to George Han, looked at George Han for a long time, and suddenly smiled coldly… 
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“Just take some stinky money, just want to buy our brothers? What are our brothers?” 

He said coldly. 

As soon as the words fell, the people surrounding George Han couldn’t help but take a step forward, 

forcing George Han even tighter. 

At the same time, they, who are already bad-looking, will be even more bad this time. 

“What is this big brother talking about? It’s just that the younger brother doesn’t know the rules, so he 

knocked on the door randomly, and took some wine money to compensate everyone.” George Han still 

laughed. 

The attitude is not particularly humble, but it is definitely sincere enough. 

“Grass, if someone makes a fuing mistake and just thinks about a little bit of stinky money, then what 

the hell is cultivating in this world, what kind of ghost skills they practice, and making money well is not 

the fuing better. Okay?” Scar still said with disdain. 

George Han smiled bitterly: “Then according to the big brother’s intention, how can you calm down 

everyone?” 

“Want us to calm down the fu** 

? It’s okay.” After the 



words were finished, he directly grabbed a younger brother next to him, and then Made a look at him. 

The younger brother understood in an instant, no nonsense, and went directly to that station on the 

spot, and then pointed at the foot of the scar was a ton of booing. 

After a while, he raised his foot contentedly, not forgetting to smash the mud a few times, raised it 

slightly, and sneered at George Han: “Lick my feet clean, it’s just as if it didn’t happen. I passed.” When 

the 

words fell, the people around laughed coldly, and the younger brother looked at George Han proudly, 

his body trembling slightly like chaff. 

George Han smiled coldly, with a hint of coldness in his eyes: “Do you have to do this?” 

“Either lick it clean and pretend nothing happened, or we’ll take turns hitting you, and then if nothing 

happens, you choose.” Scar sneered. 

George Han smiled, shook his head, and then 

glanced at everyone present. 

“Just you? Take turns hitting me?” 

“Yes.” 

George Han sneered. 

As soon as these words came out, Scar’s smiling face suddenly solidified, and at the same time, a cold 

killing intent appeared. 

“Boy, what the fu** are you talking about?” 

Originally, this was a very simple choice, and without much thought, one knew that George Han must 

have chosen the former. 

After all, although the former is a bit more insulting, no matter what, it can save lives. 

As for the latter, as long as the brain is a little normal, it is absolutely impossible to play like this. 

There are hundreds of people in this room, let alone one punch, one mouthful of saliva, enough to 

drown George Han a thousand times a hundred times. 

But what was absolutely unexpected was that this little human race with a stature like a small bamboo 

pole unexpectedly chose this option. I 

have “Isn’t it clear what I said?” George Han sneered. As soon as the words fell, Scar’s eyes flashed 

killing intent, and almost at the same time, everyone in this space moved closer to George Han, even 

those lying on the bed, all came down. George Han was directly surrounded by people. Facing their 

covetous eyes, George Han did not panic at all, just looked at them with a light smile. 

“Friendly reminder to you, sometimes don’t just think about using force to solve problems, because you 

are very likely to be solved by force by others.” 



“Hahaha, you fuing stinky boy, your fuing brain is sick and you were kicked by a donkey. Are you 

threatening us?” 

“I said how could this kid choose the latter, it turns out, it’s a fu**ing stupid one. What? You mean, you 

can hit 

us ?” 

“You fu**ing watch. Look, how many people are here, you want to beat us, can you beat us? Do you 

have that ability?” 

George Han sneered: “Why do you think I can’t beat us? Why do you think , I don’t have that ability?” 

“fu**, just rely on the fists in our brothers’ hands.” 

Scarface also saliva suddenly, scolding angrily: “Brothers, this kid’s mouth is really fu**ing Smelly, today, 

let this kid get beaten up, and then lick me clean.” 

“Roar!” 

Everyone responded in unison. 

George Han smiled coldly, and his body was mad: “Originally, I wanted to get along with you as ordinary 

people, but you guys really don’t know what to do.” 

“Okay, I have a showdown, don’t pretend, come. Come on, let you all lie down today.” When the 

words fell, George Han moved! 
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George Han who was still in the same place, the next second body is just a phantom. 

“Papapa!” 

At the same time, the dwarfs clapped one after another, and before many of them had fully reacted to 

it, their faces were flushed red, and they were in constant pain. 

The most hateful and exaggerated thing is that even so, they still didn’t see clearly what was going on, 

and where did the slap print on the face come from. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

But soon, the slapped people were rejoicing again, because at least in comparison, they were 

undoubtedly lucky. 

Some people outside are not eligible to enjoy the greeting of slaps, but welcome the caress of iron legs. 

A group of people were directly kicked down and flew horizontally. The appearance was as miserable as 

it was. 

Scarface touched his aching right cheek, and hurriedly followed the crowd flying around, but he could 

only see 



a black figure interspersed quickly, and he could not see any other figures clearly. 

Whoa! 

In the bewildered and shocked eyes of Scar’s face, there was a large group of people who were 

surrounded by them before, and they either blushed and were “stamped” in an instant, or they were 

simply kicked to the ground and screamed again and again for a while. 

Suddenly, Scarface seemed to sense something, and raised his head sharply, terrified. 

Sure enough, George Han also appeared in front of him at the right time. 

He was so frightened that he stepped back half a step, and the remaining half step could no longer be 

stepped on because of his weak feet. 

“you you you……” 

He was so pale that he couldn’t speak at all. George Han smiled lightly: “What are 

you? Didn’t you speak very neatly just now? What? Now you have become mute? 

“ 

?” Scarface felt that he was sweating all over, and was completely stupid for a while. 

It’s so fu**ing terrifying. He’s been around all his life, and he’s never seen such a ruthless person, but it’s 

the first time in his life that he’s such an incredible person. 

It’s not even scary anymore, it’s just a living pervert. 

“It’s a human being or a ghost, does it matter? Are you stupid? This is a demon, and you are still afraid 

of ghosts?” George Han said with contempt. 

Of course he is not afraid of ghosts, but when people are most frightened, they will always say those 

words subconsciously… 

“How is it? Can you see clearly?” 

People, people! 

But he is even scarier than a ghost! 

Finally, he couldn’t help it. When Scarface stepped back again, his feet softened and he fell to the 

ground completely. 

“What I said, I did it, how about you?” 

George Han overlooked the audience. 

At this moment, no one dared to look into George Han 

‘s eyes. Naturally, that momentum was completely suppressed. 

Like a basin of ice water poured over their flames. 



“fu**, brothers, it’s so scary, even if he is capable, he can hit us very well, but he has to slap one. We 

have hundreds of people, so he has to slap a few hundred times, right?” 

Suddenly , Someone in the crowd shouted. 

George Han looked up, and the group of people turned their heads away and didn’t look at him. 

Obviously, this person was just starting to gain momentum and didn’t dare to stand up at all. 

However, it is useful. 

“fu**, you’re right, we have hundreds of people, afraid of him alone?” 

“Get up for all of them, let’s go!” 

“That’s the point, we all jumped directly at him, even if he moves. No matter how fast, so what? Is it still 

blocked 

?” 

If one person joins, more people join. 

George Han didn’t move, and looked at the leader’s scar. He was smart and sat on the ground softly 

from beginning to end, not joining. 

George Han shook his head: “Is it strange that hundreds of people are afraid of me?” 

“It’s not that tens of thousands of people are afraid of me.” 

Thinking about Mingyu’s elite group, George Han has long been afraid of it. , He said this without any 

bragging. 

“Come on if you don’t want to die.” 

As soon as the words fell, the hundreds of people who had just started to gain momentum collapsed in 

half in an instant. 

“fu**, don’t let him scare him, brothers, come on!” I 

don’t know who came first, and who pushed who. With this move, hundreds of people rushed towards 

George Han again. 

George Han couldn’t move at all, and black energy suddenly jumped up. 

“I don’t need a few hundred hits, just one hit is enough.” 

Chapter 4348 

words are down, get up, get up! boom! Have you ever seen someone rush to the site of an explosion? 

It’s on the spot. The energy released from George Han was far stronger than that of the explosion. Even 

if hundreds of people rushed up, the powerful energy still ruthlessly blew them over. 

After that, they all smashed backward. Whoa! Hundreds of people and horses, all lying flat! And George 

Han didn’t even make a move. “Now, do you believe what I said? 



If I were you, it would be best to believe even the punctuation marks.” George Han finished his words, 

smiled lightly, moved his hand, and a wooden stool fell under him, and he sat down. . 

On the ground, all the dwarves were lying down. Although the injury was not fatal, it was enough to 

make them grin and make it difficult to resist for a while. “Where the hell are you?” Scar asked. More 

than 300 people , all fell down in an instant, I am afraid that no one will believe it. 

After all, even if it were three hundred ants, it would take at least a few feet. “George Han.” George Han 

replied softly. But the words are light, but they can fall into everyone’s ears, but they are as heavy as the 

pressure of Mount Tai. “George Han?” 

“Are you George Han who should go to the city and become a god?” “The Pei family and the 400,000-

strong army of Mingyu were defeated by you? The unparalleled king who is known as the god 

slaughtering the devil? 

” All right. After all, who would have thought that if he stayed at home, he could meet such a peerless 

boss, a man of heaven? “George Han, he is George Han.” “fu**, we… we were messing with George Han 

just now?” A group of younger dwarves muttered to themselves in fear, 

while their bodies continued to be obedient. step back. This is rumored to be a super person who can 

top an army of hundreds of thousands. Who the hell is going to play with him for a long time? , can not 

be provoked, can only hide. Scarface also had nothing to say, but at this time, his body was stiff. 

“If we had known that you were George Han, we would not have provoked you just now. However, I 

also said that an apology and compensation cannot solve the problem.” “So, I am responsible for my 

recklessness, but please see Mr. Han. 

For the sake of so many lives, be generous and spare them.” When the words fell, the Scarfaced man 

didn’t talk much, he took out a short knife from his cuff, pointed it at his chest, and inserted it directly. 

However, when the tip of the knife just touched the skin, an invisible force prevented him from pressing 

down no matter what. 

The tip of the knife just rubbed the skin, but failed to enter. With another move, an invisible force pulled 

his hand, opened it, and the knife fell. “I, George Han, are not a bloodthirsty person. People don’t 

commit me, and I don’t commit crimes. Get up.” George Han said coldly. “But I was just about you…” 

Scar’s face was a little puzzled. “What happened just now, I don’t think it happened. You all, get up.” 

When everyone heard this, they looked at each other, and then got up from the ground obediently. 

“However, there is something wrong with me. It’s hard to remember things.” 

Sure enough, when a group of people stood up, they heard these words and almost sat down again. “If 

you want me to completely forget what happened just now, at least let me remember other things.” 

Scarface let out a sigh of relief, and his dangling heart was finally relieved. 

“Master Han, you want to know why you knocked on our door. We obviously have someone, but we 

don’t open the door, let alone make a sound, right?” 

Scarface asked. George Han nodded. Yes, in such a big city, there should be many talents. However, 

after entering the city, I have never seen a single figure. At first, George Han thought it was just a ghost 



town. But now, here he has seen hundreds of people in one breath, so this matter is even more strange 

and confusing. 

Because this proves that there are actually no people in other places, but most likely, like the people 

here, hiding silently. “This question…” Scar hesitated. Then, he looked at his little brother. 

The younger brother understood and quickly ran to the iron plate where he just came in. After checking 

for a while, he seemed to confirm that there was no one outside, and the iron plate was closed to death. 

Then he came back and nodded at the scarred face. Scarface let out a breath: “Actually, this…” 

Chapter 4349 

“Hey!” 

He just said four words, he couldn’t help but let out a long sigh. 

“It’s a secret, but it’s not a secret.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Outsiders don’t know it, so it’s a secret, but the people in the Demon Castle know everything, so it’s 

not a secret.” 

George Han did not speak, but remained silent. Looking at him, waiting for his next words. 

“Master Han looked at us, didn’t he notice something wrong?” Scar asked. 

George Han looked back at everyone, except that they were shorter, there seemed to be nothing wrong. 

However, since Scar asked this question, George Han believed that this matter was definitely not as 

simple as it seemed on the surface. 

He carefully observed and pondered, and suddenly found the mystery: “There are all men here, but no 

women.” 

Scar nodded: “Yes, and this is also in the 

Demon Castle, you can’t see it if you knock on the door. People, the root cause of no one in the house.” 

“Everyone hid in this place, no one dared to make any noise.” 

“Why?” George Han asked strangely. 

Scar shook his head: “I don’t know, in fact we don’t know the whole thing, but about a few months ago, 

at night, women began to be lost in this city.” 

“At first, this kind of thing happened in the land of demons, No one will ask too much. After all, the weak 

eat the strong here, not to mention the loss of a few women, even if dozens of men die at once, it is 

really normal.” 

“But the problem is, it hasn’t stopped. It has been missing a dozen or so in the first night, and it has 

continued for several months. When this happens in almost every household, it is not right.” The 

little brother next to him also took it. 



Words: “Also, all the lost girls are young women.” 

“Wait a minute.” George Han suddenly interrupted them. 

Missing woman? Still young? 

If you remember it well, this incident is actually nothing new, because George Han has been following 

this line before. 

It’s just that these lines have been slowly lost since he met Mingyu. 

George Han had tried to find it, but one was that the clues were broken, and the other was that George 

Han had a lot of things in the later period, and it was difficult to take care of it. 

But what George Han never thought about was that he, who was far away in the land of the demons, 

was here again and encountered a past that seemed to be broken. 

“How many people have you lost?” George Han asked. 

“Let’s put it this way, it is said that there are nearly one million people in Tianmobao, which is the 

largest city of the demons except the Bone Burning City 

. The young girls also receive hundreds of thousands of bonuses according to the proportion.” 

“All lost?” George Han frowned. 

The younger brother nodded, but before George Han could speak, Scar continued: “And, there is more 

than this number.” 

“More than this number?” 

“Yes, in theory, the number of women who are really lost should be no less than 500,000, that is to say, 

at least half of the total number of people in the castle.” 

“Because, when the girls lost, there was no more to lose. At that time, other women in the city also 

began to disappear.” 

“Even if they were at home, even if their men were by their side to guard them.” 

“But the result is still the same.” The 

younger brother also nodded: “Many men guard their own women, but as soon as the 

night falls, if the women are lost, the men are gone.” 

“Over time, the women are lost.” 

” Then, the men are miserable.” 

“Men lost too?” George Han asked in confusion. 

If this is the case, then this matter seems to be fundamentally different from the case of the lost girl that 

I met before. 



“No!” Scar shook his head: “Men don’t lose it, basically let’s put it this way, after the woman is gone, the 

men haven’t lost a single one.” 

“Then are you going to hide again?” George Han turned his head even further foggy water. 

The younger brother and Scar looked at each other and smiled, full of bitterness. 

“Of course you have to hide, because men are indeed not lost, they will only be killed.” 

“As long as there are no women in the family, once a man is found, he will die.” 

“What?” Jingde stood up directly! 

Chapter 4350 

George Han was shocked and dumbfounded, and felt incredible for a while. 

so cruel? 

Arrest girls first, then arrest women if they can’t, or even vent their anger by murdering when there are 

no women? 

What kind of people are these? To call them robbers is simply an insult to robbers. 

Because at least robbers may have basic professional ethics compared to them! 

Thinking of this, George Han despised this group of people, and at the same time, he also basically 

understood why such a strange phenomenon would appear in this huge Demon Castle at night. 

It turned out that there were such strange and wonderful things in this city. 

“I can understand why you hated me so deeply in the first place.” 

George Han sighed helplessly. 

This group of people is so hostile, firstly because they are outsiders and they don’t know each other, and 

secondly because these people have been extremely depressed in this environment. 

When there is something for 

them to vent, their natural backlog of emotions is all dissipated at once. 

“But don’t be so impulsive next time. Because, maybe he will be an innocent person.” George Han 

ordered. 

“We know.” 

“By the way, do you still have a room?” George Han asked. 

“Master Han, you…you still have friends?” Scar asked. 

George Han nodded: “There are still four people outside the city.” 

“Master Han, listen to my advice. If it is not necessary, it is better not to enter the city for a second.” 



“Yeah, this castle is not a place for people to stay at all. Both men and women, their lives are on the line 

at any time…” 

“Hey” 

George Han shook his head bitterly: “But the weather outside the city is bad, how can people live? 

” Nodding, as a member of the Demon Clan, and even a member of the Demon Castle, he knew very 

well what the bad weather would be like outside at night. 

“So, if you don’t 

dislike , then go and bring your people in. There are still a few beds.” 

George Han clasped his fists slightly, and then he still took out the bag of amethyst: ” This is the cost of 

accommodation, it’s hard work.” 

“Master Han has a reputation as a murderer and has spread far and wide. Brothers are deeply honored 

to be able to live with us. You don’t need the money. 

” Isn’t it justified?” George Han laughed. 

“But it’s too much.” 

“Everyone’s environment is not good, this little money should be used as a condolence to everyone. 

Anyway, I’m not short of money.” 

Hearing George Han’s words, Knife Scar nodded. , did not say anything more. 

“If Master Han arrives, please tap three times, and then cough. This is the code, and we can definitely 

open the door.” 

George Han nodded and gave a small hug: “See 

you in ten minutes.” Under the leadership of the previous guide, the iron plate was 

reopened , and after George Han left the house, he quickly disappeared into the city. 

Amelia Su is with three children outside the city. 

The cold wind was blowing, and it seemed that someone was crying and howling, and it seemed that 

someone was whispering. 

A strange atmosphere filled the audience, adding a bit of terror to the coldness. 

Han Nian is still okay, at least for many years, he has been through all kinds of hardships with George 

Han and Amelia Su. 

Therefore, these scenes are a little scary to her, but they are not unacceptable. 

Pei Mu and Pei Yuan were obviously trembling slightly. After all, for the two of them, they grew up in 

Pei’s mansion more often and didn’t experience much. 



But children will always infect each other. When they saw Han Nian, the girl, was so brave, the two big 

boys also forced their chests up, completely defying life and death. 

Amelia Su’s eyes were closed to six roads, and her ears were heard from all directions. 

With three children 

here , she is the only one who can protect them, so naturally she doesn’t dare to be sloppy or careless. 

“Huhuhu!” It sounded 

like someone was laughing in a low voice. 

It was as if someone was crying. 

Amelia Su moved directly in his hand, and instantly held a cold sword in his hand. 

At the same time, she kept her three children behind her. 

Intuition tells her that there are people around her at this time. 

“Mistress, I’ll help you.” 

Pei Yuan shouted softly, holding the long sword tightly in his hand. 

“Pei Mu, although you are not very skilled in martial arts, you have to protect the little junior sister, you 

know?” 

“We two senior brothers, I am in front, I am dead, you are on top, you know?” 

Pei Mu nodded: ” Don’t worry, even if I can’t beat them, even if I die, I will stand in front of them.” 

“Okay!” 

Although the two boys were young, they were full of energy. 

And almost at the same time, a strange cold wind with smell also followed… 

 


